Front-End Developer

Hileman Group is an organization of smart, talented and passionate people who work at the intersection of Marketing, Creativity and Technology to create smart digital solutions. Driven to deliver great search engine rankings, rock-solid information architecture, responsive designs, climbing conversion rates and top-notch CMS systems, Hileman Group has become a trusted partner to many large organizations in Northeast Ohio and across the United States.

Guided by core values of Client First; Winning Together; Make Mom Proud; Do Great Work; and Growth-Oriented, Hileman Group has seen considerable growth over the last several years and was most recently recognized as a 2016 Weatherhead 100 winner.

If you espouse Hileman Group values, and are looking to join a best-in-class digital agency, we encourage you to apply for this opportunity for a Front-End Developer.

The Role:
The Front-End Developer will partner with Hileman Group Creative and Technology teams in the production of client web sites, landing pages, microsites, mobile sites, and related web content. Strong experience with HTML and CSS coding is necessary and experience in an agency environment is desired.

The Candidate:
Strong candidates will be problem solvers, willing to learn and deliver new services, able to work in a fast-paced environment, are self-motivated, and adaptable to an ever-changing industry. Resourceful, flexible, continuous improvers and client oriented are other important attributes highly desired in a candidate.

The Responsibilities:
• Create HTML/CSS web page markup from Photoshop layouts provided by Visual Designers for desktop and mobile
• Create HTML/CSS email template mark up for the Digital Marketing team for desktop and mobile
• Maintain and update existing client websites as needed
• Perform QA and user acceptance testing
• Stay current in the latest trends, methods and techniques of front-end development for both desktop and mobile
• Contribute to our process, share knowledge, and help us evolve the way our teams work together
Front-End Developer

The Requirements:

• 1-3 years of experience in a web development related role or related experience is a must
• HTML/CSS Advanced-Level Knowledge
• Ability to code table and table-less layouts
• Ability to code basic DHTML/JavaScript for front end UI features and effects while maintaining clean code
• Must be able to hand code without the use of WYSIWYG Editors
• Provide input into CSS/HTML site development standards and processes
• Familiarity with Photoshop (e.g. basic imageslicing/production)
• An understanding of performance optimization and cross-browser compatibility issues
• Be proficient at testing on different operating systems, browsers, devices, and email clients (e.g. Macs & PCs: Safari, Firefox, Chrome, IE7-9)
• Ability to troubleshoot and debug cross-browser or cross-device display issues effectively and efficiently
• Candidates must be well organized, detail-oriented, and creative
• BA/BS or equivalent experience required

Hileman Group is an EEO/AA Employer, M/F/D/V

The Application Process:

Please send resume and cover letter to Zak Wright at zwright@hileman.biz for consideration.